Phimi for Metropolitan JOSEPH

Byzantine Mode 2
Fr. John El Massih

JOSEPH, the most devout, the most reverend, chosen by God, Archbishop of New York and Metropolitan of all North America, our father and chief shepherd. May God grant him many years.
Phimi of Metropolitan Joseph

2nd Mode

"Hxos "

O - - - - - - - - - SEPH THE MOST DE - VOUT THE MOST REV' - - - - REND CHOS-

SEN BY GOD ARCH - BI - SHOP OF NEW YORK AND MET - RO - POLI - TAN OF ALL

NORTH AMER - I - CA OUR FATHER AND CHIEF SHEP - HERD MAY GOD GRANT HIM

MA - - - - NY YEARS!
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Feast of St. Marina